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Abstract

For whole body EPR imaging of small animals, typically low frequencies of 250–750 MHz have been used due to the microwave losses
at higher frequencies and the challenges in designing suitable resonators to accommodate these large lossy samples. However, low micro-
wave frequency limits the obtainable sensitivity. L-band frequencies can provide higher sensitivity, and have been commonly used for
localized in vivo EPR spectroscopy. Therefore, it would be highly desirable to develop an L-band microwave resonator suitable for
in vivo whole body EPR imaging of small animals such as living mice. A 1.2 GHz 16-gap resonator with inner diameter of 42 mm
and 48 mm length was designed and constructed for whole body EPR imaging of small animals. The resonator has good field homoge-
neity and stability to animal-induced motional noise. Resonator stability was achieved with electrical and mechanical design utilizing a
fixed position double coupling loop of novel geometry, thus minimizing the number of moving parts. Using this resonator, high quality
EPR images of lossy phantoms and living mice were obtained. This design provides good sensitivity, ease of sample access, excellent
stability and uniform B1 field homogeneity for in vivo whole body EPR imaging of mice at 1.2 GHz.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For in vivo EPR spectroscopy and imaging applications,
it is of critical importance to maximize sensitivity.
Recently, systems have been developed to enable combined
EPR/NMR co-imaging to provide anatomical mapping of
free radicals in living animals [1,2]. For these applications,
it is essential to maximize both system sensitivity and sta-
bility. For small animal EPR imaging, typically low fre-
quencies have been used such as 300 MHz [3–6].
However, the selection of low microwave frequency limits
the obtainable sensitivity [7–11]. With increasing fre-
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quency, microwave power absorption and consequent sam-
ple heating increases, and microwave tissue penetration
depth falls. Therefore, in vivo whole body EPR imaging
measurements in small animals such as rats and mice have
typically been limited to frequencies of 300 and 750 MHz,
respectively. L-band frequencies, around 1.2 GHz, have
been commonly used for localized in vivo EPR spectros-
copy in small animals and high quality microwave bridges
and microwave components are available. Therefore, it
would be highly desirable to develop an L-band microwave
resonator suitable for in vivo whole body EPR imaging in
small animals such as living mice.

Design and construction of an L-band volume resonator
large enough to accommodate a living mouse is highly
challenging considering the requirements for RF field
homogeneity. Since living animals are lossy samples that
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Fig. 1. Detailed mechanical layout of the single loop multi-gap resonator
with 16 gaps. Combination of expanded and cut off views. (A) Front lid
(rear lid is not shown); (B) Segment of the resonator; (C) Silver plated part
of the segment; (D) PVC reinforcing inner shell; (E) Housing; (F) RF cable;
(G) Coupling capacitor; (H) Coupling control rod; (I) Double coupling
loop. Coupling loop also shown separately, enlarged and from different
perspective in order to clarify its 3D structure. Arrows show current paths;
(Q) Reinforcing ring/separator; (K) Resonator gap; (L) Modulation coils.
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heavily load the resonator, the resonator design requires
special coupling and high loaded Q characteristics [12–
15]. Several articles have reported RF resonators that can
provide sufficient space for living animals in EPR spectros-
copy and imaging [16–20], however, these resonators have
been designed for lower frequencies.

We describe the development of a single loop multi-gap
(SLMG) resonator design with provisions for EPR/NMR
co-imaging applications in small animals. This develop-
ment focused on maximization of B1 field homogeneity
and minimization of E field over the sample volume. In
addition, to facilitate in vivo applications on these small
animals, there was a special effort to maximize the mechan-
ical stability of the resonator and also achieve high cou-
pling efficiency. These goals were achieved by a highly
segmented 16-gap loop-gap structure with novel coupling
mechanism design that eliminated moving parts. This
design provides ease of sample access, excellent stability
and good performance for in vivo whole body EPR spec-
troscopy and imaging of mice at 1.2 GHz.

1.1. Construction of the resonator

There is a size limitation for conventional loop-gap res-
onators as the length of the loop should be small compared
with one quarter wavelength (k/4) [21,22]. For a given loop
diameter, if the number of capacitive gaps is increased N-
fold the resonance frequency increases by the

p
N [23].

Dimensions of loop-gap resonators are characteristically
1/10–1/4 of the wavelength [21]. Consequently, for a fre-
quency of about 1.2 GHz and diameter of 42 mm and
length 48 mm, at least eight gaps are necessary. However,
EPR imaging experiments with living animals demand
good homogeneity of the B1 field, therefore a 16-gap design
of the loop-gap resonator was selected. The biggest chal-
lenge in EPR experiments with living animals is to over-
come motion-induced noise. The electric field is mainly
responsible for loss within lossy animal tissue, so it should
be minimized within the sample area.

Therefore, we designed and constructed a loop-gap res-
onator with 16 gaps oriented radially from the center. This
design concept has previously been shown to provide good
spatial separation of E and B1 fields [14]. In the reported
resonator design, the maximum B1 field is concentrated
at the center of resonator and maximum E field is concen-
trated away from the sample near the outer shield. The best
separation of RF field components was obtained by using
gaps oriented in a radial pattern from the sample as shown
in Fig. 1. This configuration provided better loading capa-
bility and higher loaded Q than other resonator designs
[21,22]. Thus, increasing the number of gaps allows con-
structing a relatively large full-body volume resonator for
1.2 GHz. Spatial distribution of the RF electric and mag-
netic field components allows us to present the resonator
as a lumped circuit device with inductances and capaci-
tances connected serially [24]. The equation for the resona-
tor frequency is as follows:
x ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LsumCsum

p
; where ð1Þ

Lsum ¼ L � N ; ð2Þ
L – inductance of the individual loop,
C – capacitance of the individual gap,
N – number of gaps.
Since Csum = C/N and C = eoSc/d, where
eo – dielectric constant of the plastic in the gap,
SC – area of the capacitive plates,
d – thickness of the resonator gaps,

this allows us to estimate the physical parameters of the
resonator, the area and the thickness of the resonator gaps.
However, the increased number of resonator gaps should
cause deterioration of the quality factor of the empty reso-
nator, according to Q = ixL/R, where R is the resistance of
one section of the resonator [25]. If one considers only
resistive loss in the conductors, Q will drop because of
the decrease of the resonator inductance. This inductance,
L, can be approximated by application of the equation for
inductance for a solenoid with fractional number of turns
n = 1/N (1, 1/2, 1/4 etc.):
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L ¼ klð4pn2SL=lÞ; where ð3Þ
Fig. 2. A photo of the single loop multi-gap resonator setup. Resonator is
shown positioned inside the shield.
k – coefficient considering diameter and length, l of the
solenoid,
SL – area of the solenoid cross-section.

Therefore, with the increase in number of gaps, Q will be
approximately inversely proportional to

p
N. However,

this generalized approach is relevant to the lumped sche-
matic representation of the resonator and extrapolating it
to continuous element design adds restrictions to its appli-
cability. The dimensions of the resonator were chosen in
order to accommodate and obtain EPR images of the
whole body of a living mouse, which requires at least
�30 mm diameter. This resonator was designed with
EPR/NMR co-imaging experiments in mind, with ability
of the resonators to slide over the fixed sample utilizing a
special stage, providing a method to maintain alignment
between gradients and sample while exchanging EPR or
NMR resonators over the sample [25]. Special provisions
for EPR/NMR co-imaging with requisite sliding mecha-
nism require support for the sample holder, therefore the
inner diameter of the resonator had to be increased to
42 mm. Increasing the inner diameter of the loop-gap reso-
nator reduces the filling factor and compromises its sensi-
tivity [26,27]. However, considering the dielectric loss of
living tissues, increased distance from the capacitive plates
will improve the Q factor of the loaded resonator, resona-
tor loading capability, homogeneity in the sample volume,
and attenuate motion-induced noise. The resonator (Fig. 2)
was built for EPR/NMR co-imaging experiments, and this
design also allows stand-alone use for conventional EPR
spectroscopy and imaging applications.

The development of the resonator focused on the fol-
lowing critical areas: (1) maximization of the B1 homogene-
ity of the resonator; (2) maximization of its mechanical
stability and suppression of motion-induced noise; and
(3) provision for highly efficient and readily adjustable cou-
pling to allow maximum loading with highly lossy biolog-
ical samples.

2. Mechanical design

Mechanical stability of the resonator plays an important
role in achieving good signal-to-noise ratio with live animal
experiments and can be significantly improved by con-
structing the resonator without moving parts and with
increased weight. As seen in Fig. 1, the resonator body is
constructed from 16 Rexolite segments [3] assembled in a
cylindrical structure with a 42 mm i.d., 88 mm o.d., and
48 mm length. The segments are separated by sixteen
1.68 mm thick polystyrene plates (K). Before final assem-
bly, to form the conductive resonator surfaces, silver was
electro-sprayed on the inner faces of the segments and
13 mm portion of each side of the prism (C) (Fig. 1). The
assembled structure was pressed into a hollow cylinder
(D) made of PVC plastic and formed a single, structurally
solid unit. The cylinder is painted with conductive paint
and thus, serves as an electrical shield. The cylinder has
two slots which create a form for the modulation coils
(L). The resonator is magnetically coupled using a seg-
mented loop (I) with feeding leads displaced laterally to
preserve sample access. In order to increase rigidity, the
coupling loop (I) was attached to a polystyrene ring (Q)
which simultaneously serves as a spacer between the loop
and the resonator. The polystyrene ring was also attached
to the resonator. The coupling capacitor (G) is soldered
directly to the feeding cable (F), and its tuning rod (H)
extends through the holes in the nylon cylinder and the
lid. The outside surface of the resonator case and its edge
surfaces are painted with the conductive silver paint which
forms an additional electrical shield. This nylon cylinder,
together with the resonator and the form-wound modula-
tion coils, fit into the nylon case (E). The nylon case has
two parallel slots which allow the resonator to slide over
the sample [28]. The resonator housing is equipped with
two silver plated polystyrene lids (A), which not only
mechanically protect the resonator and coupling mecha-
nism, but also serve as an electrical shield.
3. Electrical design of the resonator and its coupling

mechanism

Adjustable inductive coupling has been widely used in
many loop-gap resonators since it provides a wide range
of coupling and allows uniform ‘‘feeding’’ of all resonator
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loops. With this configuration, the coupling loop is usually
positioned between the resonator and the shield. The
inherent weakness of this approach is that any change in
the relative position of these elements causes alterations
in the resonator frequency and coupling to the feeding
cable, which amplifies motion-induced noise. However,
implementing electrical capacitive coupling, which is free
from the above drawback for the multi-loop/gap resonator
design is difficult, since parallel feeding of all gaps is impos-
sible due to space limitations. An alternating, every other,
feed of gaps will reduce the number of feeders but compro-
mise homogeneity. Therefore, a modified coupling loop
design was implemented for this resonator. In order to
reduce or eliminate mechanically-induced noise, the copper
wire coupling loop was ‘‘reinforced’’ with a rigid plastic
ring and firmly attached to the resonator body. There are
two possible approaches to achieve variable coupling: vary-
ing the mutual inductance between the coupling loop and
the resonator, and varying the inductance of the coupling
loop. Both approaches were used. Initial coupling was
achieved by altering spacing ring thickness. Additional
coupling adjustment was provided by a serially connected
capacitor. As for the resonator, there are limitations on
the size of the coupling loop. For efficient coupling, the cir-
cumference of the coupling loop can not be longer than k/2
of the wavelength in the conductor. So, in order to provide
homogeneous coupling for L-band frequencies [29,30], it
should be no more than 63 mm (or 20 mm in diameter).
To overcome these limitations, a parallel double loop
design was implemented. In order to provide open access
to the resonator, the loop, together with k/4 long feeding
lines was transformed into a 3D symmetrical structure with
CT

λ/4

50 Ω

λ/4

CC

C

L L L LCL

Fig. 3. Lumped element presentation of the schematic diagram of the
resonator. C, Capacitance of the individual gap; L, inductance of the
individual loop; LCL, inductance of the coupling loop; CT, adjustable
tuning capacitor. Arrows indicate the direction of the current in the
coupling loop.

Table 1
Microwave parameters of the 16-gap resonator

Diameter (mm) Length (mm) f0 EPR empty (GHz) f0 EPR with sam

42 48 1.22 1.216

*Sample, 11 cc of aqueous 0.45% saline solution.
**Sample, 20 cc of aqueous 0.45% saline solution.
a Q-factor was measured with network analyzer Agilent 8719 ES [19].
feeding leads laterally displaced (Fig. 1I). The symmetrical
structure and mutually inverted connection to the feeding
cable makes it insensitive to the magnetic fields perpendic-
ular to the plane of the coils. This is essential for reduction
of DC offset of the signal induced by the field modulation.
Additional attenuation of the modulation induced offset is
achieved by the coupling capacitor, serially connected to
the RF cable, which serves as high pass filter.
ple++ (GHz) Qa EPR with 11 cc load* Qa EPR with 20 cc load**

72 57

Fig. 4. Middle slices of the 3D EPR image of the phantom consisting of 19
plastic tubes filled with 1 mM TAM used for RF field homogeneity
assessment. The parameters used for the EPRI acquisition were as follows:
frequency 1.19 GHz, microwave power �300 mW, modulation amplitude
0.012 mT at 100 kHz, field gradient 0.5 mT/cm, scan time 5.2 s, 36 · 36
projections, field of view 6 cm, scan width 3 mT.



Fig. 5. EPR image of a live mouse fed with paramagnetic activated carbon. (a) Surface rendering of the 3D EPR image superimposed with 3D rendering
of the NMR image. (b) XY slices from the same 3D image. EPR images rendered in color superimposed with corresponding slices of NMR image rendered
in gray scale. The parameters used for the EPRI acquisition were as follows: frequency 1.19 GHz, scan width 6.0 mT, microwave power �300 mW,
modulation amplitude 0.1 mT, maximum field gradient 1.5 mT/cm along X and Z directions, and 0.6 mT/cm along Y, scan time 2.6 s, 32 · 32 projections.
The MRI data was acquired at 0.38 T magnetic field, using gradient echo pulse sequence with the following parameters: 12.5 kHz bandwidth, matrix
128 · 128 · 128, repetition time TR = 70 ms, echo delay time TE = 10 ms, number of excitations (NEX) = 1, field of view (FOV) in plane 40 · 40 mm,
FOV in slice direction 100 mm (transverse slice thickness of 0.78 mm), flip angle 65�.
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Equivalent schematics of the resonator (Fig. 3) illustrate
that the coupling loops are coupled with the entire magnetic
flux of the resonator. Parallel coupling loops are phased in a
manner that each individual loop adds magnetic flux; how-
ever, RF currents are completely compensated in the feeding
lines. Also this ‘‘opposite’’ connection of feeding lines makes
them insensitive to the RF irradiation in the planes, parallel
to the axis of the resonator. However, to ensure that the cou-
pling loop efficiently radiates in the plane perpendicular to
the resonator, the resonator assembly had to be shielded in
the axial direction. All resonator loops are serially connected
through the gaps, presented as capacitors. By themselves
they are partially coupled with each other and the coupling
loop, and connected in parallel towards the magnetic flux.
4. Results

Coupling of the resonator was efficient and easily
adjusted for a broad range of in vitro and in vivo experi-
ments with sample volume up to 22 cc 0.45% saline or
25 g mouse (Table 1). In order to check the B1 field homo-
geneity of the resonator, a phantom was constructed con-
sisting of polystyrene plastic tubes diameter 4 mm,
arranged in a circular pattern and filled to a height of
11 mm with a solution of 1 mM tetrathiatriarylmethyl rad-
ical (TAM) [31]. A series of 2D and 3D images were
acquired [32]. The uniform intensity of the images confirms
the good B1 homogeneity of the resonator along all axies
(Fig. 4). As expected, the resonator showed a small reso-
nant frequency shift of <20 MHz during coupling adjust-
ment that was within the tuning mode range of the
microwave bridge and did not adversely effect overall ease
of coupling adjustment. Good stability was observed in
these studies enabling continued imaging for periods of
up to 3 h. After initial set up with suitable coupling of
the resonator and tuning of the bridge, little further adjust-
ment was needed during live animal experiments and the
EPR resonant frequency remained within the AFC range
of the bridge. The resonator demonstrated good sensitivity,
and good quality images were obtained with phantoms
filled with 1 mM solution of TAM and with a live mouse
fed with paramagnetic activated charcoal to enable EPR
imaging of the GI tract (Figs. 4 and 5).
5. Summary and conclusion

An improved 1.2 GHz 16-gap resonator with inner
diameter of 43 mm and length of 48 mm was designed
and constructed for whole body EPR imaging of small liv-
ing animals. The resonator has improved field homogeneity
and stability to animal-induced motional noise. The stabil-
ity of the resonator was achieved with electrical and
mechanical design utilizing fixed positioned double cou-
pling loop of novel geometry, thus minimizing the number
of moving parts. This design provides good sensitivity, ease
of sample access, excellent stability and good B1 field
homogeneity for in vivo whole body EPR spectroscopy
and imaging of mice at 1.2 GHz.
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